Fast Finisher Worksheets Answer Key

Unit 1
Draw and colour: child’s own picture
Draw: 1 snail / caterpillar
  2 butterfly / ladybird
  3 caterpillar / bee
  4 ladybird / bee
  5 butterfly / snail
  6 bee / butterfly

Unit 2
Match and draw: 1 bike 2 doll 3 robot 4 scooter 5 ball 6 car
Circle and colour: child’s own choice

Unit 3
Match and draw: 1 nose 2 eyes 3 ears 4 mouth 5 fingers 6 toes
Look and circle:
The child running in picture 1 is jumping in picture 2.
The child touching toes in picture 1 is touching eyes in picture 2.
The child touching ears in picture 1 is touching eyes in picture 2.
The child touching nose in picture 1 is touching toes in picture 2.
The child touching eyes in picture 1 is touching mouth in picture 2.

Unit 4
Match: 1 lion 2 giraffe 3 mouse 4 zebra 5 elephant
Draw: a lion

Unit 5
Circle and colour: egg, tomatoes, lettuce, cheese, ham, chicken

Unit 6
Draw: 1 a tiny bear 2 a small bowl 3 a big chair 4 a tiny bed
Colour: child’s own solution